University of Dayton
Sexual Violence Prevention Education Options
UD’s sexual violence prevention programming provides variety, allowing you to create the most appropriate program for
your audience. Learning outcomes and attendance can be provided for any presentation offered.
Green Dot Overview Speech: We all have the power to stop stalking, intimate partner violence, and stalking at UD. This
presentation introduces red and green dots, the barriers that can stop us from doing green dots, and explores viable
options for bystander intervention using realistic scenarios. This bystander intervention presentation can range from
30-90 minutes.
Peers Advocating for Violence Education (PAVEs): The PAVEs are peer educators that are working to fight power based
personal violence at UD. The PAVEs offer two presentations:




Red Zone: The PAVEs introduce concepts around why preventing violence is important, consent, bystander
intervention, supporting survivors, victim blaming, and available resources at the University of Dayton. This
presentation lasts 30-45 minutes.
Escalation Workshops: Escalation Workshops are peer led discussions that focus on common behaviors found in
intimate partner violence. Following a 40-minute film that explores an unhealthy relationship, PAVEs will
facilitate intentional discussion with participants, exploring warning signs, ways to help a friend, and resources
that are available to them on campus. This workshop requires a 90-minute time period. All participants will
receive a PATH point.

Relationships and Sexual Violence Programming (RSVP): RSVP presentations provide diverse programming around a
variety of power based personal violence topics. Each presentation includes a basic introduction of power based
personal violence and an overview of resources across campus. We then go into detailed discussion based upon the
topic(s) you request. Every presentation is personalized for your audience, and we are happy to create the session that
will meet your needs. Please choose which topics are most relevant for your group from the list below, and let us know
if you don’t see what you’re looking for.









Breaking up: The good, the bad, and the ugly
Consent
Current events
Exploring language and values within sexuality
Gender
Healthy relationships
Hooking up
Perpetration patterns: Why do they do that?








Policy jeopardy: What is Title IX?
Rape culture: Media, jokes, and assumptions
Respect through understanding: Anatomy &
physiology
Sexual harassment in the workplace
Social identities and violence rates
Supporting survivors/Neurobiology of trauma

Please note that PowerPoint and projector equipment are ideal for our presentations. To request a presentation, please
contact Kristen Altenau Keen at kkeen1@udayton.edu or 937-229-1217 with the following information:
 Presentation of your choice or what topics you would like covered
 Date, time, and location of the requested presentation
 Number of participants expected and a short description of the audience
 Contact information for the organizer
Questions? Contact Kristen Altenau Keen, Assistant Dean of Students: kkeen1@udayton.edu, 937.229.1217

